




Dear friends,                        

Grimex marks its 25th anniversary in early 2018. 
That is neither too much, nor too little for a family company, but it means a 
lot to us because we have woven into it the largest part of our careers and a 
considerable part of our lives, being its founders. 

In the period between 2002 and 2017 Grimex operated at full steam, 
with days and years flying by in different business activities, including 
conventional foreign trade, transit jobs, representation, investment projects 
in the construction industry and consulting projects, but also in a large 
number of activities in the social sphere. 

In the past 15 years, ever since we marked the company’s 10th anniversary in 
2002, there has not been much time to look back, but only to look ahead in 
order to work on both the development of the company as well as the direct 
implementation of its short- and long-term programmes. 

To pay tribute to all who have in one way or another contributed to our 
development or who have joined us in that business endeavour for a longer 
or shorter time, we look back at the times and situations that have made our 
company what it is today. 

With all our respect and gratitude for long-standing cooperation and 
friendship,

Sincerely yours,

Gros family
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»Aim for success, not perfection.                                                                                                                   

Never give up your right to be wrong,

because then you will lose the ability 

to learn new things and move forward 

with your life.«

(David M. Burns)
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Basically, it all depends on a person and the team they 
work with. Managers who can show the way ahead with 
their moves look to the future and believe in their com-
pany’s development plans, surrounding themselves 
with a strong team. It is not easy to coordinate all that, 
but a chief executive must have a vision and, more of-
ten than not, the first and final say. What they need be-
tween the first and final say are creative people who can 
help achieve the set targets with their diligent work. A 
true manager’s strong suit is to be well aware that they 
cannot be always right and that they must consult oth-
ers, not just their colleagues but also people in different 
spheres of business. Gros is exactly such one manager.

“What is important to me is that my colleagues should 
use their heads and take a critical attitude towards reality, 
not for the sake of criticism itself, but for the sake of good 
and sustainable implementation of the development 
programme for the future. That is the main guiding 
principle in our company, too. Grimex did not want to 
expand extensively and contrary to what is realistic, but we 
expanded in terms of networking with people and markets 
that are close to us. That was our main guiding principle and 
that close, intensive cooperation proved to be successful”. 

GRIMEX  
HOW WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN BUSINESS FOR 25 YEARS

Even though Grimex has done business with companies in high- or low-
er-risk countries ever since it was established, many would like to know the 
secret of its 25-year-long successful operation. Ivan Gros, a co-owner of this 
family company, points out that capital was not the only thing that was built 
into the foundations of Grimex, but also knowledge and constant business 
activity. He underlines that Grimex’s strength lies in its lifelong learning, its 
creativity, its daring, its principled attitude, its fair business relations, its net-
working with development elements and consistent building of its business 
reputation. A company image, a crucial segment of any successful opera-
tion, has been created. Gros, company manager, recently met with a former 
prime minister of one of the countries in which he has been doing business 
for years, who told him: 

Mr Ivan Gros and 
'Ə�èũƏîŞ�'ōļŞđōļċȴ�
Serbian Prime 
Minister.

Novi Sad 
Agricultural Fair, 
Novi Sad, May 
2002.

“I know who you were 20 years ago, 
who you were 10 years ago and who 
you are now. You and your company 
could be trusted to be true to your 
word in business. That is where your 
business strength lies. “   
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In the 2002-2009 period, Grimex registered strong development in the 
field of international trade. In particular, its business operations in the en-
ergy, agriculture and food-processing industries reached their climax. The 
company did business with Southeast European countries as well as Austria, 
Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands, Hungary and many overseas coun-
tries such as China, New Zealand and Australia. 

Austrian Economic Mission to Bosnia 
and Herzegovina in Sarajevo

During that period, the exports of livestock, piglets, hogs 
and in-calf heifers from Austria, Hungary and Germany 
to the countries that emerged from former Yugoslavia 
reached enviable levels. That is why the company ex-
panded its livestock breeding and meat  section con-
siderably. 
At the same time, Grimex exported large quantities of 
cereal crops from Hungary and Austria to the SEE coun-
tries. Frozen fruits and vegetables represented another 
standard, smooth-running company section that was 
also important. 
Grimex also exported wood and wood products (par-
quet) from Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia to EU mar-
kets, as well as export of cardboard packaging.

Parallel to different foodstuffs, considerable quantities 
of different petroleum products and energy sources 
were sold to the countries in this region. 
To somewhat offset these energy sources, Grimex es-
tablished cooperation with a German solar collector 
company and for several years represented them in 
Hungary and the countries that emerged from former 
Yugoslavia, where the solar programme was launched.  
Despite well-received and well-organised presenta-

»Remember there is plenty enough                                                                                                                                         

room at the top -

but not enough to sit down.«

(Mary C. Crowley)
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In considering whether to shift its focus from what was predominantly trad-
ing activity to consulting, the experience gained in bilateral and multilater-
al business cooperation with different countries helped Grimex a lot. The 
company became a cohesive factor not only in these countries’ increasing 
economic interconnectedness but also in their ties with the EU member 
states and in particular Austria, Hungary and Germany. With the gradual 
opening of the Western Balkan countries, the company started working on 
a new concept of future business cooperation, in which it played the role of 
a moderator, motivator and mediator in order to boost the potential inves-
tors’ interest in business deals, such as standard trade deals as well as stra-
tegic partnerships, green-field and brown-field investments, joint ventures 
etc. 

The 10th anniversary of Grimex in 
Baden in 2002.

Dr Valentin Inzko, PhD, Austrian 
Assistant Foreign Minister, Mr Ivan 
Gros, MA, CEO of Grimex, Mr Dušan 
Petreski, President of the Macedonian 
Chamber of Commerce and President 
of the Grimex Council for Strategic 
Projects.

H.E. Dr 
Thomas 
Klestil, 
President of 
the Republic 
of Austria, 
and Mr Ivan 
Gros, MA, CEO 
of Grimex, in 
Sarajevo.

tions, these countries, as well as Croatia and Montenegro that have optimal 
weather conditions for the purpose, were not ready to accept a new mode 
of energy production at that point due to considerable initial costs. The Ger-
man partner even came up with the idea to transfer solar cell production to 
a country with the market most interested in the project. Despite that, the 
technology of the future, solar energy generation, which is environmentally 
most acceptable, did not really take hold in these countries. 

Grimex was involved in construction investment projects via its Hungarian 
daughter company, investing in two office and residential buildings in Bel-
grade. 

Grimex often took part in business visits organised by the Austrian Chamber 
of Commerce, expanding its operation to a number of new areas.  
In the era of Grimex’s considerable trading prosperity, relevant international 
circles respected the company for being the forerunner of EU principles and 
regional interconnectedness in the southeast of Europe. 
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Business circles in some countries that emerged from 
former Yugoslavia responded to the new business con-
cept with a certain amount of reserve. Analysing the 
outbreak of the crisis, Grimex concluded that the new-
ly-arisen situation and the deterioration of the condi-
tions in all markets should not only be regarded as an 
obstacle, but also as a catalyst for the opening of West-
ern Balkan economies and an opportunity for the ar-
rival of EU companies and investors. The response of 
German, Austrian and Hungarian companies was signif-
icant. Still, in the beginning it took a lot of effort and 
arguments to show and prove to companies just how 
useful such an approach was. 

Grimex mostly focused on the work with private sector 
companies and, at the time, did not have much contact 
with competent authorities in countries. The Western 
Balkan political structures were a rather exclusive group 
at the time and those not strictly linked with certain 
groups in power, despite their favourable investment 
offers and good programmes, rarely got a chance to im-
plement them or met with the state’s approval that they 
could get the job done. 
It became clear that, in addition to being familiar with 
economic circumstances and companies in these coun-
tries, it was necessary to establish contacts with the rel-
evant ministries that could truly back specific strategic 

investments. Consequently, already 2012 and 2013 saw  
their considerable opening towards the promoted ideas 
and programmes. 
Serbia, which spearheaded the trend, was closely fol-
lowed by a number of other countries. Grimex was thus 
able to focus on real support by the relevant ministries 
in the region and to get them interested in the arrival 
of German and Austrian investors to implement large 
or major projects which were in the very interests of a 
given country.  
Despite its modest initial results, as a groundbreaker in 
urging post-war regional cooperation, Grimex company 

persevered in its vision of cooperation, making cracks in 
artificial political walls step by step, driven by the idea 
that good cooperation in the sphere of industry and 
production should be established in particular between 
Serbia and Croatia, Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
Serbia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, as well as Macedonia 
and Montenegro, though to a lesser degree, and deter-
mined to make this happen. It believed that efforts to 
establish ties between compatible economic entities 
and set up joint venture companies would doubtless re-
sult in a far better treatment of each producer and bet-
ter business results in the so-called third markets. 

Grimex started offering consulting services more intensively, focusing 
on business cooperation between the most technologically advanced 

European countries and the countries that emerged from former 
Yugoslavia.

Ms Jadranka Gros and President 
¬ƤōĘƌîŞ�qĘƗļċ�

When the economic crisis broke out in 2008, business 
circumstances changed radically. Practically overnight, 
all business conditions deteriorated, forcing Grimex to 
exercise extra caution in its trading activity. The banking 
crisis affected business operation still further, making 
financing extremely difficult, with the cost of capital go-
ing up and margins constantly dwindling.  
The company’s orientation towards higher forms of co-
operation with good prospects for the future proved to 
be the right move. Grimex started offering consulting 
services more intensively, focusing on business cooper-
ation between the most technologically advanced Eu-
ropean countries and the countries that emerged from 
former Yugoslavia. Its goal was to stimulate investors 
interested in investing in new markets and willing to do 
so in order to invest funds in these countries through 
different projects. 

The new business strategy was fully operational in 2010. 
It is really important that the company has managed to 
maintain good and fair relations with all partners with 
which it has ever been in contact or has done business 
and which are now considering to upgrade their coop-
eration with it. Consulting has by all means played the 
crucial role in the process. Grimex has a major advan-
tage: it is highly conversant with the situation in the EU 
member states because it is based in Vienna. Working 
for years on the development of trade cooperation, it 
became familiar with business interests and needs of 
different companies. Potential investors included inter-
ested companies in the DACH region comprising Aus-
tria, Germany and Switzerland, and even in Hungary. 
At the same time, Grimex is highly conversant with the 
situation in all former Yugoslav republics, which are now 
independent countries.                               

Vojvodina delegation visit to 
Zagreb in December 2001.

¤ĘĊĘƌƤļũŞ�ǄļƤķ�Nȹ/ȹ�¬ƤōĘƌîŞ�qĘƗļċȴ�
President of the Republic of Croatia.
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Dr Christoph Leitl, PhD, President 
of the Austrian Federal Economic 
Chamber, and Mr Ivan Gros, MA, CEO 
of Grimex Consult.

After the world economic crisis which took place in that 
period, Ivan Gros took stock of its effects in a broader 
context, focusing on the region where Grimex was tra-
ditionally present, and feeling the need, like a true vi-
sionary, to set up a strong regional community of the 
Western Balkan countries. The idea was nothing new 
and, even though twenty years ago it was generally be-
lieved that this was not possible, Gros persisted in say-
ing that a regional economic community would enable 
business entities as well as entire societies in the region 
to achieve a lot of things. In some Western Balkan coun-
tries, politicians and the media accused him of trying to 
re-unite former Yugoslavia after its disintegration, but 
despite all the pressure, he continued to advocate the 
idea being more than familiar with economic laws and 
their global trends.   
In order to be successful, regional economies must pool 
their resources more directly. This is doubtless much 
easier to achieve within a regional economic commu-
nity of the Western Balkan countries, than when each 

country tries to do it separately. Regional chambers of 
commerce and other interest associations would only 
strengthen these ties. These countries’ leaders/politi-
cians would be expected to offer their maximum sup-
port to the economy, enabling its smooth operation, 
as well as to adopt positive legislation, making possible 
free flow of people, goods and capital. 
Grimex sees the Western Balkans’ chance in the setting 
up of a common market, enabling those that are good 
and profitable and that wish to enter third markets to-
gether with other compatible companies to form part-
nerships with companies in other countries in the region, 
establishing joint venture corporations and companies 
with their own respectable economic power. 
If a regional economic community, modelled on the EU 
in its initial form, and a development bank with meth-
ods and regulations resembling those of the EBRD i.e. 
clearly defining terms for granting development loans, 
were set up, that would be a great boost for develop-
ment.  

In order to be successful, 
regional economies must pool their 

resources more directly.
»Vision without action is 

merely a dream. 

Action without vision just 

passes the time.

Vision with action can 

change the world. «

 (Joel A. Barker)
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In the coming period, the Western Balkan countries’ 
strategic goal should be the continuation of intensive 
trade cooperation with the EU and CEFTA member 
states, integration of companies in order to secure bet-
ter performance in third markets and continuation of 
fiscal and structural reforms, which will all result in the 
industrialised countries’ investors being more interested 
in investing their money in the Western Balkans. 

In this respect, the modernisation of production and in-
tegration of companies should be the guiding principle 
in order to secure greater productivity and increase ex-
ports and employment. The region’s economy mainly 
includes small and medium-sized enterprises, which 
lag behind similar companies in industrialised countries 
in terms of programme-based technological develop-
ment. Consequently, compatible companies should in-
tegrate and map out their joint strategies to modernise 
production and develop export programmes capable of 
being competitive in demanding European and world 
markets. 

Grimex’s current focus is on Serbia. Foreign investors are 
considerably interested in investing in Serbia’s econo-
my. At the same time, Serbia as a state offers investors 
really good investment conditions. Grimex plans to 
penetrate the Macedonian and Montenegrin markets in 
the same way. Despite the fact that it is an EU member 
state, Croatia, too, is a potential market for investments 
and investors, which Grimex is trying to stimulate, be-
lieving it to have a great future in a number of sectors. 
Tourism and agricultural projects are especially interest-
ing. Croatia has considerable potential and resources in 
these areas.   

The Zagreb 
Fairgrounds, 
Zagreb,  2001 
Ms Jadranka 
Gros and Mr 
Ivan Gros.

In such a relatively large, highly populated regional un-
ion, high-quality companies would far more easily get 
favourable loans and fresh capital from international fi-
nancial organisations and banks for their development 
plans. Today, we can see that individually fragmented 
economies of different countries offer reduced invest-
ment opportunities. This, as well as the fear from invest-
ing in a relatively unfamiliar or unstable environment, is 
the reason why strong world economies are not yet suf-
ficiently motivated to fund projects in these countries.  

In all Western Balkan countries, there are companies 
that are not in any way compromised and that invest 
their own funds in development. They need to be stim-
ulated by favourable bank loans to achieve their mainly 
export goals. 
It is the regional economic community that can rally 
development-oriented, promising companies to start 
expanding their exports by setting up joint venture con-
sortiums. 
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Despite the economic crisis that took place in the second half of the first 
decade of the 21st century and government and policy changes in the 
Western Balkan countries, Grimex successfully kept its position in the mar-
ket, where it always had a clear goal. It did not concern itself much with the 
fact who was in power, given that economic logic must always prevail. In the 
Western Balkan countries, this proved to be a long and painful process. Even 
though the Western Balkans was a turbulent region, there is always a certain 
circle of businessmen who are in a way the driving force, because they want 
their business to prosper. Grimex always relied on such people. Its view was 
that, if a person was someone with whom one could discuss competently a 
future business project, than the exchange of views was welcome, regard-
less of the current formal position.  
Grimex mainly cooperated with private companies, but it also cooperated 
with some state-owned enterprises, which were not yet privatised. Its view 
was that companies should not be divided into big and small companies, 
but good and bad working companies. Good companies should develop still 
further, whereas the bad ones should be restructured.  

Presentation of establishment of 
the Senate of Economy of Serbia in 
Vienna on 13 December 2013.

Eng. Johann Marihart , CEO of Agrana,
Dr Karl Sevelda, PhD, CEO of 
Raffeisen International, 
Mr Ivan Gros, MA, Chairman of Board 
of the Senate of Economy of Serbia. 

 Companies should not 
be divided into big and 
small companies, but 
good and bad working 

companies.

»Some people regard private enterprise 

as a predatory tiger to be shot.

Others look on it as a cow they can milk.

Not enough people see it as a healthy horse, 

pulling a sturdy wagon.«

(Winston Churchill)
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»The world is moving 

so fast these days                                                                                                   

that the man who says it 

can’t be done

is generally interrupted 

by someone

doing it.«

 (Harry Emerson Fasdick)

Grimex is not in the job of conventional lobbying, its consulting activity 
aims to secure the opening of different companies in these countries to the 
world. For, those that do not enter international markets and are not con-
nected with the world will not be able to develop their companies profitably 
and this will have a direct bearing on their respective countries’ GDP. That 
was the key reason why Grimex managed to persuade different business 
partners that this was the right approach, implementing some projects with 
them after that.  
At crucial times, it was really important whether political and ruling struc-
tures understood these economic goals. There were times when Grimex 
could not carry out the planned jobs in some Western Balkan countries, 
because their government administration placed major red-tape obstacles 
in its way.  
Grimex remained true to its business policy, not falling under the influences 
of the moment and trying to make its collocutors and partners aware of 
clear and open business interests, which enabled the other party to secure 
its interests as well and, more specifically, to enter into a fair partnership.  
Today, company managers in countries across Southeastern Europe have 
a highly positive attitude towards the need to connect with the European 
market. What awaits them on that road is hard work in mapping out good 
and attractive programmes, this being a prerequisite of foreign companies 
showing interest in business cooperation with them. Strategic partnerships 
are now these countries’ primary interest. Small and medium-sized pri-
vate companies have reached a certain level and now have to make a step 
forward towards higher forms of cooperation and development, primar-
ily through new technologies, as well as partnerships and foreign invest-
ments. This is the road to long-term development, to the achievement of 
the set business results and opening of new jobs in these companies, which 
is something society badly needs. Through its consulting activity, Grimex 
makes this possible and offers it to different companies in the region.  

Grimex is not in the 
job of conventional 

lobbying, 
its consulting activity 

aims to secure the 
opening of different 

companies from 
Western Balkan 

countries to 
the world.
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Grimex’s main intention was to set up such senates in 
all states that emerged from former Yugoslavia. Serbia 
gave the green light for the move fairly quickly. The idea 
was launched precisely in Vienna in December 2013. In 
addition to the then Serbian agriculture minister, a large 
number of private Serbian companies as well as man-
agers of interested Austrian companies attended the 
event. 

Founding conference of the Senate of Economy of Serbia in Belgrade on 26 
February 2014.

Mr Sebastian Kurz, Austrian Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Mr Ivan Gros, Chairman of Board of the Senate of Economy of Serbia, Dr Erhard 
Busek, PhD, President of the Austrian Senate of Economy.

The Senate of Economy of Serbia was founded in Bel-
grade on 26 February 2014. Ivan Gros was its initiator, 
one of its founders and its first president. The constit-
uent conference was attended by Austria’s then foreign 
minister Sebastian Kurz and Serbia’s then First Deputy 
Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic, which was a signal that 
the two countries’ top leadership fully supported the 
move. 

One can say that Serbia has adopted quite a new ap-
proach to its economic development. Grimex has nev-
er concerned itself with political connotations nor will 
ever do so. The only thing it has ever been interested 
in is whether governments work on the improvement 
of conditions expected to attract and motivate EU in-
vestors to invest in the Serbian economy, boosting the 
overall economic climate in that way. Grimex more than 
welcomes the chance for progress the Serbian govern-
ment has decided to take. Unlike Serbia, some other 
countries in the region have unnecessarily shut them-
selves off.    
Grimex, connected with a large number of associations, 
has identified a highly efficient model for the coordi-
nation of business entities, namely the Austrian Sen-

Founding 
conference 
of the Senate 
of Economy 
of Serbia in 
Belgrade on 
26 February 
2014.

Mr Sebastian 
Kurz, Austrian 
Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, 
Mr Aleksandar 
×ƬČļċ�¬ĘƏĉļîŞ�
First Deputy 
Prime Minister, 
Mr Ivan Gros, 
Chairman 
of Board of 
the Senate of 
Economy of 
Serbia.

ate of Economy, modelled on the German Senate of 
Economy.   
These associations of business entities rally an impres-
sive number of companies. Such a model of continuous 
sharing of information on different issues and opportu-
nities in other markets with member companies can be 
useful to all wanting to invest in or set up strategic ties 
with new markets. 
On the other hand, using as a model the German Sen-
ate of Economy and relying on its image, Grimex i.e. 
Ivan Gros has launched an initiative to establish Serbia’ 
Senate of Economy. In consultation with the German 
Senate of Economy and its Austrian counterpart, prepa-
rations were made to put this idea into practice.    
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Balkan conference in Vienna on 27 
August 2015. 

Mr Johannes Hahn, EU Commissioner 
for European Neighbourhood Policy 
and Enlargement Negotiations, 
Mr Ivan Gros, President of the Senate 
of Economy of Serbia.

The Western Balkans Summit held in the framework of the Berlin Process in 
Vienna on  27 August 2015 dealt mainly with the strengthening of relations 
among countries in the region and their cooperation in European integration 
process and the sphere of economy. At the initiative of Ivan Gros, president 
of the Senate of Economy of Serbia, and directly arranged by Grimex Con-
sult, the Senate attended the Western Balkans Summit as the only inde-
pendent economic association, enjoying great support by the Austrian Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs, the Austrian Ministry of Economy and the Austrian 
Chamber of Commerce.
The summit was attended by economy and infrastructure ministers of 12 
countries, namely six EU and six Western Balkan countries, the presidents 
of six chambers of commerce in the region as well as the president of the 
Austrian Chamber of Commerce, who acted as a host. 
Also present were 12 companies which are the largest investors in the region 
and officials of Europe’s leading financial institutions. On behalf of the Sen-
ate, contacts were made with top EU officials, which helped establish co-
operation with businessmen from all countries attending the summit more 
easily and more efficiently.  

Strengthening of 
relations among 

countries in the region 
and their cooperation 

in European integration 
process and the sphere 

of economy. 

The main idea was that the Senate should rally small 
and medium-sized enterprises interested in connecting 
with the German and Austrian markets. They were es-
pecially interested in marketing the products that could 
be competitive in these markets in terms of quality and 
price.  
At the same time, ties were established with the Ger-
man Senate of Economy so that, in partnership with its 
Serbian counterpart and the Serbian institutions and 
private sector, German companies could more easily ar-
ticulate their interest in investing their capital in invest-
ment projects in Serbia. 
The intention of Senate of Economy of Serbia was to 
monitor continually the production and export perfor-
mance of small and medium-sized enterprises in order 

A conference 
jointly 
organised by 
the Austrian 
and Serbian 
Senates of 
Economy in 
Vienna on 4 
June 2014.

Mr Aleksandar 
×ƬČļċȴ�¬ĘƏĉļîŞ�
First Deputy 
Prime Minister, 
Mr Lazar 
eƏƗƤļċȴ�¬ĘƏĉļîŞ�
Minister of 
Finance, and 
Mr Ivan Gros, 
President of 
the Senate of 
Economy of 
Serbia.

to suggest the changes in the country’s economic policy 
aiming to stimulate companies to boost their exports. 
The emphasis was invariably placed on the fact that ex-
ports provide the main impetus for the development of 
a country’s economy. 
Such an attitude, coupled with special state incentives, 
has resulted in new investments and the foreign inves-
tors’ investing their money in the Serbian economy. On 
the other hand, the investors bring the most sophis-
ticated technology and employ people through their 
investments. At the same time, their companies that 
operate in Serbia export products to the world market, 
which is vital for the country’s economic development. 
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The panel discussion was attended by Dusan Vujovic, 
Serbian finance minister, leading Austrian investors and 
domestic bankers. Wolfgang Petritch, PhD, president of 
the Austrian Marshall Plan Foundation and a renowned 
diplomat, was the panel moderator. The convention ral-
lied about 200 eminent businessmen from all over the 
region, as well as Austria and Germany. Aleksandar Gros 
acted as its facilitator.   

The 1st annual convention of the Senate of Economy of 
Serbia in Belgrade on 13 November 2015.

qƏ�¬œîǃŐũ� îƏļċȴ� /~�ũį�/ƏƗƤĘ��îŞŐ�¬Əĉļōîȴ�qƏ�¡ĘƤĘƏ�
GũœđƗĊķĘļđĘƏȴ� /~�ũį�/ƌļĊȴ�'Ə�'ƬƚîŞ�×Ƭōũǃļċȴ�¡ķ'ȴ�¬ĘƏĉļîŞ�
Minister of Finance, Dr Wolfgang Petritsch, PhD, Austrian 
diplomat and President of the Austrian Marshall Plan 
Foundation, Dr Manfred Reichl, PhD, Investor, and Mr Hanno 
Soravia, CEO of Soravia Group

Key-note speeches were given by Zeljko Sertic, Serbi-
an economy minister, Guenter Verheugen, president of 
the European Economic Senate (EES) and former EU 
commissioner, Wolfgang Doering president of the EES 
management board, Johann Marihart, Agrana Group 
CEO, Gabriel Lansky, PhD, managing partner of Lansky, 
Ganzger & Partner Attorneys at Law, Marko Cadez, pres-
ident of the Serbian Chamber of Commerce, and Ivan 
Gros, president of the Senate of Economy of Serbia, as 
a host.    

The 1st annual convention of the Senate of Economy 
of Serbia in Belgrade on 13 November 2015, conferral 
of honorary certificates of the Senate of Economy of 
Serbia.

Mr Ivan Gros, President of the Senate of Economy of Serbia, 
Dr Wolfgang Petritsch, PhD, 
Austrian diplomat and President of the Austrian Marshall 
Plan Foundation, Mr Günter Verheugen, former President of 
the European Commission, Eng. Johann Marihart , CEO of 
Agrana, Dr Walter Döring, PhD, former Minister of Economy 
of the German province of Baden-Württemberg and 
Chairman of the European Economic Senate, and Mr Marko 
"îđĘǖȴ�¡ƏĘƗļđĘŞƤ�ũį�ƤķĘ� ķîŜĉĘƏ�ũį� ũŜŜĘƏĊĘ�îŞđ�SŞđƬƗƤƏǊ�
of Serbia.

The 1st annual convention of the Senate of Economy of 
Serbia in Belgrade on 13 November 2015.

Mr Ivan Gros, MA, President of the Senate of Economy of 
Serbia

The 1st annual convention of the Senate of Economy of 
Serbia in Belgrade on 13 November 2015.

�'Ə�'ƬƚîŞ�×Ƭōũǃļċȴ�¡ķ'ȴ�¬ĘƏĉļîŞ�qļŞļƗƤĘƏ�ũį�FļŞîŞĊĘ�îŞđ�
Mr Aleksandar Gros, MA, Senate of Economy of Serbia 
representative in Vienna

Using as a model annual conventions held by the German Senate of Econo-
my, and acting on behalf of the Senate of Economy of Serbia, Ivan Gros and 
his son Aleksandar held the Senate’s 1st Annual Convention at the Palace of 
Serbia, Belgrade, on 13 November 2015. 
The convention rallied Senate members and guests, including Serbian as 
well as German and Austrian businessmen. The convention focused on the 
development of Serbia’s cooperation in the region and beyond it, invest-
ment projects and the country’s EU path. 
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Due to its successful operation in the SEE markets and the reputation 
earned in the Western Balkan countries, Grimex has been recognised as a 
consulting company and hired as a consultant by a number of big Austrian 
and German concerns and medium-sized enterprises. The most prominent 
among them include Agrana AG of Austria and Marquard & Bahls, i.e. their 
company Oiltanking of Germany.  

Keeping abreast of the interests of Austrian and German companies, Grimex 
has intensively provided consulting services and achieved good results. The 
fact is that it is not easy for an investor to appear in some country in this or 
any other region primarily because infrastructure situations, ownership and 
legal conditions are not on the expected level as in developed European 
countries. Changes aiming to introduce European standards are differently 
implemented, depending on a country.  

Annual convention of the German 
Senate of Economy in Munich on 
27 November 2015.

Conferral of an honorary certificate 
on Mr Ivan Gros, President of the 
Senate of Economy of Serbia and 
CEO of Grimex Consult.
Mr Dieter Härthe, Chairman of the 
Board of the German Senate of 
Economy. 

 »It is not  the strongest of the species

 that survives, 

nor the most intelligent 

that survives. It is the one that is 

most adaptable to change.«

(Charles Darwin)
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The fact that Grimex has been engaged to offer consulting services to a 
number of big companies is doubtless the result of the years of its success-
ful operation in the region. Consulting contracts define different activities, 
they are flexible in terms of their content and business needs as regards 
both tasks as well as duration, making it possible to assess whether they 
serve the purpose at all times. 
Grimex’s clients, potential investors, benefit from such an arrangement in 
many ways, for, in order to explore and analyse all that Grimex has been 
doing for years, many big companies would have to have  teams  or may-
be even branch offices with permanent staff in these countries. That is far 
more expensive and hardly ever more efficient than to hire a consulting 
company, which is highly conversant with the circumstances in the target 
market and which, thanks to its image, can do the job much more quickly 
and more efficiently. 

Conferral of an honorary 
certificate of the Senate of 
Economy of Serbia at a conference 
held in Vienna in 2016.

Dr Gabriel Lansky, Managing Partner 
of law office Lansky, Ganzger + 
partner, and  Mr Ivan Gros, MA, 
President of the Senate of Economy 
of Serbia.

The countries in the region must invest funds in their 
infrastructure, motivating investment in their respective 
economy. Investors that are serious about implement-
ing their investment projects want a ‘clean’ situation re-
garding the ownership of the site where they plan their 
investment, they want the site to be prepared in terms 
of infrastructure and logistics by its private seller or the 
relevant state institutions. When someone decides to 
make an investment in a specific country, they expect 
its state institutions to ensure all they are responsible 
for so that the implementation of the planned project 
could start as soon as possible. 
A positive trend is that some Western Balkan countries, 
spearheaded by Serbia and Macedonia, offer special 
subsidies and incentives for incoming investors.    

Discussions at the Senate of 
Economy of Serbia, held in 
Belgrade in June 2015. 

Mr Aleksandar Gros, MA, Senate of 
Economy of Serbia representative 
in Vienna, and Mr Dieter Härthe, 
Chairman of the Board of the German 
Senate of Economy. 

The countries in the region must 
invest funds in their infrastructure, 

motivating investment in their 
respective economy.
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FƏũŜ� œĘįƤ� Ƥũ� ƏļİķƤȳ�Nȹ/ȹ� ¡ĘƏũ� cîŞŐũǃļċȴ�
Serbian Ambassador to Austria, Mr 
Ivan Gros, CEO of Grimex Consult, Dr 
Johanna Mikl-Leitner, PhD, Governor 
ũį� gũǄĘƏ� �ƬƗƤƏļîȴ� qƏ� SİũƏ� qļƏũǃļċȴ�
Prime Minister of Serbia’s Autonomous 
Province of Vojvodina, Eng. Johann 
Marihart , CEO of Agrana,  Mr Djordje 
qļœļċĘǃļċȴ� 'ĘƌƬƤǊ� ¡ƏļŜĘ� qļŞļƗƤĘƏ� ũį�
Serbia’s Autonomous Province of 
×ũōǃũđļŞîȴ�qƏ�GũƏîŞ�gîǔũǃļċȴ��đǃļƗũƏ�
to the Government of the Autonomous 
Province of Vojvodina.

FƏũŜ�œĘįƤ�Ƥũ�ƏļİķƤȳ�qƏ��ũƚŐũ�×ƬČƬƏĘǃļċȴ�
President of the Vojvodina Chamber 
of Commerce and Industry, Mr 
Fritz Kaltenegger, CEO of Cafe+Co 
International, Mr Ivan Gros, CEO 
of Grimex Consult, Mr Djordje 
qļœļċĘǃļċȴ� 'ĘƌƬƤǊ� ¡ƏļŜĘ� qļŞļƗƤĘƏ�
of Serbia’s Autonomous Province 
ũį� ×ũōǃũđļŞîȴ� Nȹ/ȹ� ¡ĘƏũ� cîŞŐũǃļċȴ�
Serbian Ambassador to Austria, Mr 
SİũƏ�qļƏũǃļċȴ�¡ƏļŜĘ�qļŞļƗƤĘƏ�ũį�¬ĘƏĉļîɘƗ�
Autonomous Province of Vojvodina, 
Mr Udo Eichlinger, CEO of Siemens 
Serbia, Mr Wolfgang Petritsch, 
Austrian diplomat and President of the 
Austrian Marshall Plan Foundation, 
Mr Johann Marihart, CEO of Agrana, 
qƏ�sļŐũœî�êĘǖĘœōȴ�'ļƏĘĊƤũƏ�ũį�×ũōǃũđļŞî�
Development Agency. 

Grimex’s reputation is not just reflected in its contacts and cooperation with 
private companies, but also with the governments and ministries in the 
region, and institutions and associations in both the SEE countries as well 
as Austria and Germany. This makes its offer package complete, because 
a potential investor can be provided with information and plans about in-
vestment intentions with the most competent parties in a given state, the 
relevant ministries and institutions. Basically, this is ‘a shortcut to success’, 
which has been Grimex’s business motto for the past 25 years. In this way, 
a potential investor, a businessman in a given country or the country itself, 
interested in a specific development segment, can secure more efficiently 
and more quickly the investments they want and need. The results are visi-
ble, because Grimex has proved in practice that it can channel its consulting 
activity in the direction needed, making specific, appropriate proposals in 
the best interests of all parties concerned.   

 Inauguration of H.E. Aleksandar 
×ƬČļċȴ�¡ƏĘƗļđĘŞƤ�ũį�ƤķĘ�¤ĘƌƬĉœļĊ�ũį�
Serbia, in Belgrade on 23 June 2017,
Mr Ivan Gros, CEO Grimex Consult

Grimex’s reputation 
is also reflected in 
its contacts and 

cooperation with 
governments and 

ministries in 
the region.

Visit of the delegation of Serbia’s Autonomous Province of Vojvodina to the Governor of Lower Austria, Dr Johanna 
Mikl-Leitner, PhD, organised by Grimex Consult on 11 December 2017.

Business conference “Austria meets Serbia”, co-organised by Grimex Consult and law office Lansky,Ganzger +partner, 
in Vienna on 12 December 2017.  
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The Western Balkans should crystallise five or six com-
mon strategic issues, but the competent parties should 
not just sign an agreement to this end that is nothing 
but a dead letter but an agreement that will be imple-
mented. The future lies in a regional economic commu-
nity. It should be modelled on the historic agreement 
Schuman and Monnet reached with Chancellor Ade-
nauer and General de Gaulle in 1954, laying the foun-
dations for the European Economic Community. These 
men were visionaries, and the Western Balkans needs 
and has its visionaries, but they must be recognised and 
their reputation established on regional levels.  

Croatia and Serbia are the two countries forming the 
backbone of the region’s development. I believe that, 
if Croatia and Serbia manage to promote their bilater-
al relations, they can doubtless influence the relations 
among other countries in the region. Only then can this 
vision make itself felt. The Croatian and Serbian leaders 
should do the same as de Gaulle and Adenauer when 
they got down to work and made this visionary move. 
The stability in the two countries’ relations would have 

a positive bearing on the entire region. Some might say 
that Croatia has joined the EU and that, consequently, 
there is no need (or it is inadvisable) to bring closer the 
region’s economies and markets. This is not at all true, 
because from the geographic point of view these coun-
tries are where they are, their neighbours are who they 
are and it is always good to cherish good and fair rela-
tions with them. The two countries mentioned above, 
Croatia and Serbia, can by all means be the real factor 
of promotion of cooperation between the EU and the 
Western Balkans. In the process, they would play a high-
ly respectable, leading role and their rating would be en-
viable if they established extensive and comprehensive 
economic and other cooperation. I am confident that 
Brussels would be very pleased if there were centrifugal 
forces in the process of restoration of full stability to the 
Balkans. 

The future lies in a regional 
economic community.

MY VISION FOR THE WESTERN BALKANS 
Author of the text: 
Ivan Gros, owner and director of Grimex Consult

The Western Balkans should have a single strategic in-
terest and that is to secure a common market. A market 
which will bring closer the economy and countries in 
general and which will be governed by some common 
strategic agreement on development. In this respect, 
the Western Balkans would be a regional economic 
community, big enough and organised enough to rep-
resent a respectable factor of influence. This will make 
it possible to avoid different unwelcome and imposed 
interests of others, which do not coincide directly with 
the interests of the region. In that case, the region would 
be by international standards taken far more seriously 
and would be far more respected. 

Without that, no country in the region will be able to 
register truly intensive development, because some 
of its parts are regarded as crisis areas. When there is a 
crisis next door, no country can calmly plan its devel-
opment in the long term. This should be clear to these 
countries’ politicians and leaders. If they want to secure 
economic prosperity, they must reduce crisis situations 
to a minimum. If there are permanent tensions and 
confrontation, which investors regard as a permanent 
potential threat to investment, there can hardly be any 
economic prosperity.  
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direct investment (FDI), joint ventures or public-private 
partnerships - Grimex has become a key companion 
for a lot of Austrian companies looking for investment 
opportunities or strategic partnerships in South East 
Europe. A unique network and many years of expertise 
across the region are the key for success.

Hence, 25 years of Grimex is equivalent to 25 years of 
building bridges between Austria and South East Eu-
rope. Grimex stands also for overcoming gradually the 
gap of development and differences between this re-
gion and Austria.

I am particularly thankful and feel honoured that the 
success story of Grimex has taken place in close contact 
and cooperation with the Austrian Federal Economic 

Chamber (Wirtschaftskammer Österreich) and our Aus-
trian Trade Commissioners present in the region. Until 
today, this cooperation is characterized by great trust 
and mutual appreciation.

It is my great pleasure to congratulate Grimex to a quar-
ter century of success in trading and consulting. I would 
also like to thank you for 25 years of constant support 
and cooperationwith the Austrian Federal Econom-
ic Chamber. You have been a creator for many mutual 
ventures and I am very much looking forward to con-
tinuing this fruitful cooperation. All the best and every 
success for the future!

Grimex has become a key companion for a lot of Austrian companies 
looking for investment opportunities or strategic partnerships in 

South East Europe. 

GRIMEX: 25 YEARS OF BUILDING BRIDGES 
BETWEEN AUSTRIA AND SOUTH EAST 
EUROPE
  Author of the text: 
Dr. Christoph Leitl, President of the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber

The history of Grimex began in 1993 when it  was 
founded in Vienna as a predominantly commercial 
company which focused mainly on the agriculture, en-
ergy and food industries in the countries of Central and 
South East Europe. In 2010, the company underwent a 
strategic transformation and became a consulting firm: 
Grimex Consult.

Since then, clients and business partners have included 
large and medium-sized enterprises from the so-called 
D-A-CH region (Germany, Austria and Switzerland). 
They all share a common aim - to establish or expand 
their presence in the Western Balkans and the CEFTA 
region, mainly in Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovi-
na and Hungary.

Today, many companies from all over Austria are among 
the satisfied customers of Grimex. They can profit from 
one of the best-connected businesses in Southeast Eu-
rope and its huge network. With taylor-made services 
offered - whether in mergers and acquisitions, foreign 
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I have worked together with Ivan Gros and his family for 
the past decades in numerous projects in the Balkans. 
Together, we have successfully accompanied several 
firms in their investment activities in the region, we have 
created new networking platforms and have organised 
various events and conferences together. In this respect, 
business was not only the sole focus: Grimex was also 
always eager to develop and strengthen the cultural and 
social ties between Austria and Ex-Yugoslavia. 

It has always been a pleasure working together with Ivan 
and his family Jadranka, Aleksandar and Daniel. Daniel 
has been very successfully working for Lansky, Ganzger 
+ partner for the last 7 years, strengthening our ties even 
more. 

Thank you for your friendship and great cooperation. 
Lansky, Ganzger + partner will be happy to accompany 
you at least for the next 25 years to come! We are wish-
ing you a success, prosperity and happiness in the years 
to come!

Yours,
Gabi

 Grimex 
understood how 
to build a bridge 
between people 

and business. 

LETTER FROM GABRIEL LANSKY, 
MANAGING PARTNER IN LANSKY, GANZGER + PARTNER, ATTORNEYS AT LAW
 REGARDING TO 25 YEARS OF DOING SUCCESFULL BUSINESS OF GRIMEX CONSULT

Dear Family Gros,

This year marks an important anniversary – Grimex, 
not only a very successful company in enhancing 
business relations between Eastern and Western Eu-
rope, but also a company, with which I have a very 
deep personal relationship. Thank you - not only for 
25 years of business cooperation - but also for our 
long-lasting and true friendship. 

In the past 25 years, I was able to observe the great 
development of the family business Grimex. Grimex 
started off in 1993 as a company focused on trading in 
the areas of agriculture and energy – already in these 
early years and especially difficult times in Ex-Yu-
goslavia, Grimex understood how to build a bridge 
between people and business. This great asset has 
remained its key success factor to this date. Grimex 
has become one of the most important and qualified 
consulting firms specialised on advising companies 
from Western Europe in SEE and vice versa. 
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Author of the text: 
Wolfgang Petritsch, a European diplomat

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS 
ABOUT IVAN’S SUCCESS 
STORY

Those who have the privilege to know personally Ivan 
Gros and his family can just imagine how huge the eco-
nomic and business strength lying behind Grimex is 
when it comes to rebuilding and reconstruction. Given 
its size and success, to call this firm a family business is 
by all means an understatement. 
Grimex’s wide scope of operations, ranging from the ag-
ricultural sector and the related  food-processing indus-
try, via the energy sector, organisation of internationally 
highly regarded conferences, to consulting, surpasses 
by far the concept of a family business. 
The geographic region in which the firm operates is 
not at all simple from the economic and political point 
of view. Grimex is active in the unstable Central and 
Southeast European region, which has made consid-
erable headway towards a market economy but is still 
faced with numerous challenges. 
Due to its trading and consulting activity, Grimex plays a 
major role in the stabilisation of national economies of 
the Western Balkan countries.
 

Ivan Gros comes from the part of former Yugoslavia that 
could be described as the Austro-Hungarian heritage. 
His cultural and social openness is the reason why he is 
predestined for these diverse activities. He likes people, 
it is as simple as that. Consequently, he is a typical ‘pater 
familias’, the starting as well as pivotal point of his firm 
and his family. 
Ivan’s once newly-founded firm, set up only a few years 
after the end of the Cold War, at the point when the 
violent conflict was still raging in former Yugoslavia, has 
now reached considerable maturity. Not all business 
ventures launched in the years of turmoil have been so 
successful.  
I therefore wish Ivan Gros, his family and in particular 
his son Aleksandar, who will run the firm in the future, 
after this silver jubilee, on which I sincerely congratulate 
them, further success on the road to the golden one.
 
Ad multos annos, Grimex!
(Many more years, Grimex!)

Author of the text: 
Johann Marihart, CEO Agrana  

GRIMEX – OUR ADVISER 
FOR ACQUISITIONS IN THE BALKANS

Agrana makes use of Grimex for acquisition goals in 
Serbia like starch and fruit businesses. 
Serbia is a country with 1million hectare of corn 
production similar to Hungary, but without significant 
processing of it within the country. 
Agrana has developed that value adding processes in 
Austria, Hungary and Romania and is intending a rollout 
to Serbia also.
Serbia is famous for its fruit production and frozen 
raspberry exports, which Agrana processes into fruit 
preparations and juice concentrates. 
Grimex is able to address all possible acquisition targets 
in an unspectacular way, easing the contacts, and is 
therefore an excellent guide for us in this region. 
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the region more attractive for trade and investment. In 
this domain, Grimex has excelled as a company that has 
managed, apart from its traditional business operations 
on the market, to gain a reputation of an organisation 
that is successful in creating a public space for a free 
debate on socio-economic and political topics. Thus, 
the conferences and publications sponsored by Grimex 
have rallied many reputable names from the region and 
beyond either in terms of their attendance of these 
conferences or their contributions to these publications. 
I have also had the pleasure of being a part of this on 
various occasions. I am convinced that Grimex has con-
tributed to a better mutual understanding, thus helping 
accelerate the EU accession process of the countries in 
the region. Therefore, it would be highly beneficial for 
the region if Grimex would maintain and enhance this 
role.

Only independent market 
subjects like Grimex can make 
rational market choices and 
help optimise the business 
interactions in the region.

Author of the text: 
'ƬƚîŞ�¤Ęœōļċȴ�NĘîđ�ũį��ƏƬƗƗĘœƗ�ũįįļĊĘ�ũį�¬Ø¡�Ɋ�ƤķĘ�GĘƏŜîŞ�SŞƗƤļƤƬƤĘ�įũƏ�
International and Security Affairs (Berlin)

Western Balkan countries, and the whole of the re-
gion of Southeast Europe, are lagging behind Central 
and Eastern Europe in terms of income inequality and 
recovery of their respective pre-transition GDP. If we 
look at the average GDP per capita in Purchasing Pow-
er Parities (PPP) in 2016, the six Western Balkan coun-
tries had not reached 28 per cent of the level in the old 
EU member states (the so-called EU15), while Central 
and Eastern European countries were at around 60 per 
cent of the EU15 average. In the Western Balkans, most 
countries have experienced almost three decades of 
continuous deindustrialisation. Foreign investors mainly 
targeted the non-tradable sectors, contributing to de-
industrialisation, insufficient job creation and widening 
trade deficits.
In the context of fostering modernisation and a more 
productive integration of the region to the European 

Union, high-performing companies such as Grimex play 
a crucial role: they have the ability to be the agents of 
change and to contribute decisively to faster socio-eco-
nomic development. Only independent market sub-
jects like Grimex can make rational market choices and 
help optimise the business interactions in the region. 
However, independent entrepreneurs are more often 
than not caught between a rock and a hard place. The 
region still suffers, on the one hand, from the inclina-
tion of government authorities of countries in the region 
to try to retain control over the business sector. On the 
other hand, the EU’s enlargement policy is obviously 
not moving forward to a sufficient extent, above all to 
foster economic exchange and political progress in the 
region and to bring the living standards of the popula-
tion closer to the average living standards in the EU.
It is in the economic interest of the EU as well to make 

INDEPENDENT MARKET 
PLAYERS - CRUCIAL FOR 
THE INTEGRATION OF 
SOUTHEAST EUROPE WITH 
EU 
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ment, I was a little bit doubtful, but later in 2010, I vis-
ited the place with the Gros family and some other rel-
evant persons. Ownership relations weren’t clear. They 
had produced cement there since 1914. I told Ivan that 
somebody had to invest a ‘small’ amount of €20 million 
in infrastructure before one could even think about set-
ting up an oil terminal at that place. Moreover, I had my 
doubts about investing in Serbia.
But it was the first time together with Ivan, we had some 

interesting discussions and on other occasions critical 
discussions as well. Some different points of view, but 
always expressed in an open and polite way. That is the 
way I know Ivan. We have stayed in contact because we 
honour and like each other. This holds true even today.
Three years later, we started to work on another project 
in Serbia, which lasted also in 2017.

I know Ivan as an upright, honest, right-
minded, reliable man...

In the last four years, due to our sometimes more, 
sometimes less intensive negotiations, meetings, eve-
nings, short trips in Serbia, we have spent a lot of time 
in each other’s company.  I know Ivan as an upright, hon-
est, right-minded, reliable man, who tends to do many 
things always at the last minute and who has a special, 
kind and polite relationship with taxi drivers, waiters and 
other service people. I shall miss these times with Ivan. 

Due to the reason that Grimex is not a one-man show, 
I would also like to thank Jadranka for our teamwork. As 
the accountant of Grimex, she is very consistent as the 
company controller. She is a noble woman. Therefore I 
thank you, dear Jadranka, as well as Sasa and Deni. I call 
them the same as I call Ivan: they are my friends. 

A EUROPEAN, WHO GOT ME INTERESTED IN 
SERBIA

Is this for the 25th jubilee of Grimex or Ivan’s 70th birth-
day? Both are very important dates in 2018. With that in 
mind, right at the start, my cordial congratulations!
I was asked to write something about Ivan. I know Ivan 
as a person born in Vojvodina, with Hungarian roots, 
Serbian and Hungarian-speaking parents, grandparents 
who went to synagogue, and himself with an Austrian 
passport. When I asked him how he saw himself, he an-
swered: “I am a European”. And that is exactly who he is.
My first contact with Ivan was during the IP week in Lon-
don in 2010. One Tuesday morning, I was just about to 
get some fresh London air, when I was called for a meet-
ing with a company named Grimex. “Why?”, I thought, 
“Trading is not my business”. But my boss wanted me to 
join the session.
So I met Ivan, but not only him, I met also his sons, Sasa 
and Deni. There he was, the father of the family, sitting 
at the table with exactly that attitude. This was a little bit 
unusual in the oil business. But typical of Ivan. His sons 
should have a taste of the big, wide world of business.
Ivan offered us, Mabanaft and Oiltanking, an “excellent” 
place for an oil-storage terminal in Serbia. At that mo-

Author of the text: 
Christian Kranz, OILTANKING, Hamburg
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Author of the text: 
Ivan Gros, owner and director of Grimex Consult

The question of who will inherit and lead the company seems very simple. 
I thought about what to do with Grimex before, because my age has been 
signalling that something should be done about it. Apart from my wife, who 
is also an economist and who has played an active role in the company ever 
since it was established, our two sons have for a long time been a part of it 
through its ownership structure and, inevitably, have taken part in some of 
its business activities as well.

As co-owners of the company, they feel that they belong to the family busi-
ness and as a result, they assumed certain responsibility quite early. In this 
respect, it is vital that the relations between our sons and us as their par-
ents, i.e. between our two generations, are characterised by mutual trust 
and respect.    
Consequently, I proposed that my son Aleksandar - Sasa joins Grimex’s 
business activities as far back as 2013. In doing so, I particularly took into 
account his motivation and adaptation to Grimex’s business operation, en-
couraging him to be creative in his ideas, to secure continuity and yet rely 
on his own judgement in considering the innovations he could introduce to 
the company. 

Regardless of how others feel about it, I believe that the young generation 
is our future. It does not matter whether someone is the son of a compa-
ny owner or a manager, what matters is that that young person is aware 
that each job must be done properly and must be done well. It is irrelevant 
whether this is a simple task or a demanding and complicated task. The 
experience gained in dealing with different business obligations is doubt-
less an advantage, regardless of the obstacles encountered in doing the job. 

FUTURE OF GRIMEX IS WITH YOUNG LEADER» Being a parent may just be the most 
difficult job in the world,
but it is the most fulfilling one.«

(Brad Pitt)

ALEKSANDAR  AND  IVAN GROS

Regardless of how 
others feel about 

it, I believe that the 
young generation is 

our future.
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SHORTCUT TO
SUCCESS

www.grimex.at

What is most important to me is that we as a family fully 
trust each other. Why should not we have that in the 
company as well?
We must discuss and exchange views on matters, be-
cause if we do not see eye to eye on how things should 
be dealt with and never talk about it, this will doubtless 
lead to a major misunderstanding. I believe that it is a 
good thing that, after his graduation from university, 
Sasa gained experience in several companies, hold-
ing different posts. At the point when Grimex Consult 
started intensively developing its consulting activity, I 
suggested that he joins us and create his own business 
career in the family company. 

I am glad that he has accepted my offer. 

has changed, especially due to the fact that the tech-
nology we now use is different and faster. There is the 
internet, social media, the entire world is networked. 
And yet, I still believe that business cannot be done if 
you just sit in front of a computer, communicating with 
others by e-mails only.  
Getting to know people you want to do business with 
and making a direct impression on them have many 
benefits, because you cannot get a true and objective 
picture about someone via the internet. 
My son has taken the initiative and is in charge of com-
munication with companies, especially those in Austria 
and Germany. The countries that emerged from former 
Yugoslavia are quite different and, consequently, require 
a more demanding approach, but his involvement in 
all talks has had a very positive effect. The people we 

At this point, my role as a mentor is to prepare a new general 
manager to steer this vessel.

He has been with the company for three years now 
and, in late 2017, he was appointed its CEO. At this 
point, my role is to prepare him as a mentor to steer this 
vessel called Grimex successfully. In this respect, good 
groundwork and mature consideration are very impor-
tant, because when he decides to embark on a project, 
he should be able to make in advance a realistic assess-
ment whether it will be successful or not. 
The risk of whether you will succeed in business or not 
is as big as ever. Still, the way in which business is done 

meet are in particular pleased that, although he lived in 
former Yugoslavia only briefly as a child, he speaks the 
local languages fluently and communicates with oth-
ers easily. Once he gathers all direct experience need-
ed to run the company, relying on initiatives typical of 
the youth as well as sensible caution, I shall step down. 
Naturally, I shall always be there for him if he needs to 
consult with me or hear my advice. I shall frankly say 
what I think, but it is up to him to make a decision and 
assume responsibility.
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Author of the text: 
Aleksandar - Sasa Gros, co-owner and  new director of Grimex Consult

According to a saying, no one knows what they are capable of, unless they try it. 
For the past 25 years, Grimex was first a trading company, which won a name for itself and 
gained considerable experience. It next focused on consulting. In this field, we have managed to 
identify a good segment for cooperation with the regions in which we have been active for years, 
which is exactly what medium-sized and large companies are looking for. We offer consulting 
services in different economic sectors to companies in German-speaking countries interested 
in investments or strategic partnerships in the countries that emerged from former Yugoslavia.   
At this point, companies are most interested in investing funds in the Serbian economy. We 
have noticed that even big companies absolutely need a consultant that is familiar with the 
local markets and circumstances. Our advantage is that Grimex is based in Vienna, which is 
something that Austrian and German companies can only profit from. Our rating, based on our 
25-year-long activity in the SEE countries, Austria, Germany and Hungary, plays a crucial role. 
The two components mentioned, foreign trade and consulting, are by all means vital for the 
company’s future even today and, consequently, they should be well exploited to develop new 
ideas. I would also like to make some innovations through the application of new technologies.  
 
Today, industrialised countries intensively invest in all new technologies, IT, online business, on-
line sales etc. Young people throughout Southeastern Europe, the countries that emerged from 
former Yugoslavia included, are no exception when it comes to the application of the latest 
methods, they are trained for the purpose and, consequently, the application of these methods 
in different economic sectors is no longer an exception. 

I believe that Grimex’s chance lies in the application of such new technologies in the agricultural, 
food-processing and energy sectors, in which we have gained years-long experience, in part-
nership with IT companies, especially those in Austria and Germany, as well as other countries, 
and companies in the countries in which we operate. 

MY VIEW ON THE FUTURE OF GRIMEX

MR ALEKSANDAR GROS, MA

»It’s absurd to talk of the 
ignorance of youth. The 
only people to whose 
opinions I listen now with 
any respect are people 
much younger than 
myself.«

( Oscar Wilde)
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Naturally, at the same time, we keep abreast with other segments such as 
online sales, which are very interesting, incredibly on the rise and thriving, 
but still not sufficiently developed in the SEE countries. 

Being in business has always been hard. My major advantage is that I am 
taking over from my parents a respectable company with a good image and 
credibility. In the three years of my working in the company, I have realised 
that this is extremely important. 

Working on the activities marking the 25th anniversary of our company, we 
contacted our current business partners as well as a large number of our 
former partners with which we had not been in touch for years by a busi-
ness-related coincidence. They were all more than pleased to be contacted 
and the doors of their companies are wide open to us. The name of Grimex 
and the reputation of Jadranka and Ivan Gros are important and their busi-
ness partners will always welcome them. 

I can rightly say that I am lucky to be taking over a company with such a high 
rating, although this is also a responsibility, the company in the reputation of 
which a lot of effort has been invested. That is what is crucial in consulting, 
maybe even more than turnover figures, the number of employees etc. In 
the past three years, I have had an opportunity, or maybe I should say I have 
been lucky and privileged to meet our business partners, to learn about our 
business, to take over and maintain the contacts made as well as to make 
new ones. I have been well accepted and I believe that I have settled in and 
secured a position for myself, even though this is an ongoing process.  

I hope that my mentor will stay around for many years to come. In tak-
ing over this position in the company, my responsibility and obligations will 
doubtless increase, but I am comforted in the fact that the real expert on 
the region will remain here, in the background. I shall always ask him for his 
opinion. His experience is priceless, it takes years to acquire that. 

They say that, he who perseveres shall win. I believe in myself, because my 
family believes in me. 

I can rightly say that 
I am lucky to be 

taking over a 
company with 

such a high rating, 
although this is also 
a responsibility, the 

company in the 
reputation of which a 
lot of effort has been 

invested. 
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